
Cost Per Circ

Learn about this lending model in OverDrive Marketplace
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Lending models

ONE COPY/
ONE USER

METERED
ACESS

COST PER CIRC

SIMULTANEOUS
USE

Titles borrowed by one user at a time.
Never expire from the collection.

Titles borrowed by one user at a time.
Expire after a set period of time.

Metered by time, checkouts, or both. 

Pay only when title is borrowed.  
Titles can be borrowed simultaneously until budget runs out. 

Titles can be borrowed simultaneously.
Usually expire after a set time.

Project Gutenberg titles never expire.
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Cost Per Circ

How it works

1. Set a monthly budget in each format.

2. Add CPC titles to your collection.

3. Users can borrow CPC titles until your budget runs out.

You can also set a limit on how many 
CPC titles per format each individual 
user can borrow per month.
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Managing a Cost Per Circ plan

Set a monthly budget

1. Select Cost Per Circ from the Shop drop-down. 

2. Select CPC monthly budget from the left navigation menu.

3. Enter your monthly target budget per format.

4. Select Confirm or Update.

Set a monthly user checkout limit

1. Select Library site admin from the Admin drop-down.

2. Enter your preferred limit for how many titles per format a 

user can borrow in a month. 

3. Select Save.

Changes will take place 
within 24 hours.
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Cost Per Circ best practices

Use as a 
featured title

Fulfill holds 
less expensively 

Offer expanded 
content without 

upfront investment
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Featured title
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How to curate a featured title

You can build collections of your digital titles and publish them to OverDrive's websites and apps from the Curate drop-down.

The collection displayed at the top of your site is the only space with the ability to highlight a single title if needed, which is ideal for 
community reads or Big Library Read-type programs. 

Learn more!

https://help.marketplace.overdrive.com/7000.htm
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Fulfill holds less expensively 

Metered Access

Note: Prices may vary.

Cost Per Circ
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Fulfill holds less expensively 

Run a Current holds report in 
Marketplace to see which 
titles have high demand.

Learn more!

https://help.marketplace.overdrive.com/7189.htm
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Offer expanded content
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Where to shop for CPC titles

This requires the Shopping & Purchase permission in OverDrive Marketplace. 
Reach out to your OverDrive Administrator for permissions.
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View all CPC titles in your collection

Run a Title status & usage 
report in Marketplace to see 

which Cost Per Circ titles are in 
your collection.

Learn more!

https://help.marketplace.overdrive.com/7188.htm
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Track the return on your investment

Run a Checkouts report in 
Marketplace to see how your 

Cost Per Circ titles are 
circulating.

Learn more!

https://help.marketplace.overdrive.com/7190.htm



